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I ssue i5 of Earth Heritage provides st'1'eral causes for celebration.... 
We can celebrate the continuing upsurge in interest in geodiversity and 

geoconservation. More people Ihan ever are getting involved in Earth 
heritage issues in a co-ordinated and effective manner. A fine illustralion is 
the good work of the RiGS groups, now backed by the nalional execwive 
body. UKRiGS. The groundswell is also mirrored in the development of 
RSNC's Earth Science Strategy, which aims to promote geodiversity and 
sustainable use of the Earth:S resources by placing Earth heritage issues 
before decision-makers and those with little or no knowledge of the Earth 
sciences. Geodiversity Update, a new quarterly that you will find with this 
issue of Earth Heritage, aims 10 do that. 

We can celebrate the completion of Scottish Natural Heritage's mammoth 
project to document and manage its 800-plus nationally and interna
tionally important Earth science sites. Then there is the news that the 
'Dol1zesday' publication of the Geological Conservation Review is half way 
through -no mean feat' At the other end of the scale, we can celebrate 
some superb leaflets and booklets that take geodiversity and geocol1ser
vation to the public at a local level. 

But let's not get carried away... Earth Heritage also visits the thorny issues 
of mineral and fossil collecting, while other debates, including quarrying 
and site access, are mulled over by Philip Doughty, reviewing his 
Chairmanship of the GeoConservation Commission. 

Stewart Campbell, 

................... Ill. III Ill Ill .
 

1COVER PICTURE: . 
: The 25 metre thick Tertiary sill of picrodolerite, forming the promontory beneath Duntulm 

: Castle, Skye, shows distinctive layering produced by alternating clinopyroxene-rich and 

: olivine-rich bands. See Northern highlights, pages 11-13. (Photo by Colin MacFadyen) • . . 
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'Save 0 Stones' 
eatlet li s top award
 

A leaflet designed to persuade visitors to
 
Crackington Haven, Cornwall, to leave its
 
pebble ridge where it is and not take 
souvenirs, has won a national award. 

Cracking ton Haven S,O,S, Save Our 
Stones' has taken the LASMO Geological 
Challenge Award 2000, made by the 
independent oil exploration and production 
company. 

Crackington's beach - part of a Site of 
Special Scientific Interest - has suffered 
badly at the hands of people who take 
anything from a pebble to a trailer-load. The 
craze for garden water features added to the 
problem, The leaflet, given out to allcomers, 
has been successful in slowing the tide of 
pebble removal. 

The leaflet was written by COl11wall RIGS 
Group member lane Anderson, herself a 
member of the local St Genny's Parish 

Council. It was pan-funded by English 
Nature. The award was made jointly to lane, 
her fellow parish councillor Tony Herr and 
CharJie David of North Cornwall District 
Council. 

The leaflet has been so successful that 
other councils suffering similar problems to 
St Genny's have enquired about producing 
their own. 

"The winning project is a superb example 
of a local community taking simple but very 
effective action to publicise and preserve its 
geological heritage, It is exactly what the 
LASMO Geological Challenge Award is all 
about - making a difference in the battle to 
conserve our geological heritage," 
commented the judges, Richard F011ey of the 
Natural History Museum. Chris Darmon, of 
Geo Supplies Ltd and lonathan Craig, Chief 
Geologist at LASMO. 

From left, David Falvey, Director of the British Geological Survey; Charfie David of North Cornwall District 

Council and Jane Anderson of St Genny's Parish Council at the award ceremony. (Photo by BGS) 

Time to apply for 
RSNC small grants 
Awards to RIGS groups from Hanson's 
Environment Fund scheme, managed by 
RSNC, have generated some good local 
paper headlines. 

Seven RIGS groups achieved almost 
£11,000 of new funding in round-one bidding 
in February, but eight schemes failed to meet 
the criteria. The second round in August saw 
better-targeted applications with nine groups 
receiving just over £ 17,000, 

Interpretation boards with clearance work 
are clear favourites for projects. Leaflets 
describing new trails designed to introduce 
visitors to quanies, areas or landscapes are 
the next most popular. Management plans are 
third. 

Generally, applications have been slow to 
appear. That, says RSNC, is probably a 
reflection of the slightly restrictive, but 
necessary criteria that groups work to, and a 
lack of acroal projects in the pipeline. 

Applications to the first round, in the 
main, lacked form and content, but tips in 
applying and an improved set of guidance 
notes helped in round two. 

The prime lesson is that partnerships with 
organisations that have administrative 
capacity will help applications succeed. 
Imaginative SMART (Specific Measurable 
Achievable Realistic Timebound) projects 
which include furore management proposals 
are also likely to be successful. 
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The Newton Rigg campus of the University local Earth scientists, planners and friends in Cumbria RIGS attempted to spread the word were necessary to win the vital, voluntary minds if we were to secure funding, planning 
of Central Lancashire, Penrith, and the high places' through publications and trails, whilst Tom support of landowners. support and a place in sustainable 
Palaeozoic geology of Cumbria provided Brian Young (British Geological Hose (Buckinghamshire RIGS Group) set Mike Browne (UKRIGS & Lothian development for geoconservation. Built 
excellent venues for the third national Survey) and Eric Robinson (Geologists' out the purpose and principles of geosite RIGS Group) stressed the need to link environments offered so many missed 
RIGS (Regionally Important Geological Association) developed more specialised interpretation and 'means of assessing and geodiversity with biodiversity to strengthen opportunities for the imaginative 
Sites) Conference in September. aspects of the theme - the former, with respect improving existing facilities to service the case for RIGS in local and regional demonstration of geology's importance in our 

Geoconservation in Action was the theme to over-collecting and public misuse of geotourism. planning. Ken Addison (UKRIGS and lives and in Earth science conservation. 
selected by UKRIGS, in partnership with the (Cumberland Geological Society) on the mineral sites (including industIial archaeo Speakers so far had stressed the need for Gwynedd and Mon RIGS Group) The annual business and constitutional 
main organisers, Cumbria RIGS Group. It was first evening. logical interest) in the Caldbeck Fells of diplomatic bridge-building and collaborative demonstrated the role of borehole surveys and meetings which bracketed the conference's 
the first conference organised since the Delivery of the conference theme started northern Cumbria and the latter on the need to skills in order to strike chords with the public, the importance of strong collaborative links geological heart were free of rancour which 
forn1ation of the Association of UK RIGS with RIGS case studies of widely differing remedy a serious lack of geological input and other natural and historic heritage with the extractive industry (in this case had at times marred previous conferences. 
Groups in 1999. experiences and localities. Mike Windle relevance in the assessment, development and conservation agencies and planners. Hanson Brick), local planners (Gwynedd Drafting the UKRIGS Development Strategy 

UKRIGS' popular decision that future (Oxfordshire RIGS Group) made a heartfelt management of our archaeological heritage. The second variation of Geoconservation Council Minerals Division) and statutory 2000-2004 had been the principal task of 
annual conferences should visit Britain's wake-up call to academic Earth scientists not Day two focused on the use of conserved in Action - RIGS and Planning - was agencies (Countryside Council for Wales) in UKRIGS' first full year and the Chairman 
diverse geological landscapes permits to build international reputations at the Earth heritage sites for education and developed further in the final session. Jolyon maximising scientific assessment, education reported that over 80% of member groups had 
delegates to sample the widest range of RIGS expense of conserving local Earth heritage; geotourism. Cynthia Burek (UKRIGS & Dodgson (Country Landowners' and access potential of sites subject to mineral participated in its initial consultative stage. By 
and conservation practice. It also allows Oxford's two universities belied their county's North-East Wales RIGS Group) illustrated Association) emphasised that whilst he planning applications. the end of the conference, almost 100% of 
member groups to share administrative embryonic RIGS status. At the other end of site needs for protection, preservation and understood the function and non-statutory Peter Doyle (GeoConservation responding members had endorsed the draft. 
workloads and expertise. This was thoroughly the spectrum, Hugh Cripps (Peterborough development for education. Different needs nature of RIGS, most landowners inevitably Commission) closed the conference with a This is now in final revision before 
endorsed by Cumbria RIGS Group's warm Environment City Trust) demonstrated what and uses created conflicts of interest; access perceived their designation as another valedictory keynote address, Streets Ahead. publication and the endorsement sought from 
welcome to delegates, and was reinforced in a Peterborough - site of Britain's geograph and site protection were often mutually statutory restriction on land use. His essential message was that the vast principal statutory and other conservation 
lavishly illustrated Introduction to Lake ically smallest RIGS group - was doing for exclusive. Jean Slee-Smith (Cumbria RIGS Diplomacy, sustained powers of majority of Britain's population lives in cities agencies. The only elected Executive 
District Geology by Mervyn Dodd local geoconservation with the right blend of Group) revealed various ways in which persuasion and sympathetic site development and it was there that we had to win hearts and Committee changes saw the resignation of 

Treasurer Keith Williams and election of Ruth 

Capper as Secretary. 
Other achievements included some 

£9,000 project funding from English Nature, Delegates ignored the rainy forecast to LatCl: delegates grouped around the The next dav continued H'ith the theme Early evening, delegates visited the 
with elements in partnership with RSNC;make the first field trip of the third National debris and tin)' entrance to an early copper of increasing public (/lvareness of local RIGS at Threkeld Quarry Mining Museum, 
£2,000 funding and other administrativeRIGS Conference to Great Asb,.'s limestone mine, where Simon explained how such sites landscape features, Delegates enjoyed the in the Lake District. It allowed inspection 
support from RSNC, together withpavements. Simon Webb explained how - important in understanding .fluid views from Cowraik Quarry, a new National of contacts between Bormwdale volcanic~ 

participation on the Entrust/RSNC SmallEnglish Nature livestock management temperatures and movements in the crust  Nature Resen'e, which has olltstanding and the xenolithic Threkeld granite. This is 
Payments Award Panel and RSNC's Earthpolicies were leading to increased numbers were best kept for research visits in view of examples of new' red sandstone dunes. another site where geologv has a profound 
heritage publications editorial board:and re-growth of(£elicate plants among the public safetv. The RIGS premise of telling Discussion .f(Jllmved on how best to effect on biodiversity: fluidsfi'Oln the 
UKRIGS' representation on the editorialgrvkes. It was hoped that eventually this people about their local landscape will help allow public access in a multipwjJose site. A granite warm the quan}'floOl; resulting in 
board of Earth Heritage magazine; represenwould create a more realistic plant local attitudes to geoconservation. suggested planting programme on quarry amphibians and plants growing much 
tation on the GeoConservation Commission succession. This lvas a good example of" how The delegates enjoyed an evening walk edges entailed growing a canopy to earlier than elsewhere in the count.". 
of the Geological Society and - crucially - thegeology controls plam species and reminded around Penrith taken by Eric Robinson and suppress undergrowth and reduce The museum 's lm~f?e collection of books 

delegates how geodiversity and biodiversity Eric Skipsev, who e.\jJOlmded on how the maintenance costs. Ideal locations were DETR Local Sites Review Group; and the and displays helps people to appreciate the 
launch of a UKRIGS Newsletter. Countryarea s industrial heritage, as do summerwere imerwovell. Delegates were busy urban landscape and local architectural identified for interpretative boards depicting 
based progress reports were given by Mick guided tours of local mines. It was a gooddiscussing such relationships ll'hen Border stones can create an enjoyable tmV/1 trail. viCll'5 of geological landscapes. These 
Stanley (England), Philip Doughty (Northern example oj' wlwt can be done to focus theTV arrived, interviewing Cymhia Burek This trail will be the second in a series landscapes variedfmm the rounded .. Ireland), Mike Browne (Scotland) and Tony public eye.(NEWRIGS) and Peter CroHlher (Ulster being produced by the Cumbria RIGS Pennines, across hummocky glacial deposits Delegates saw improved management 
Rogers (Wales). UKRIGS recognises theMuseum) on the delican and international Group. Evervone agreed that the Stereo in the Eden Valley, to the ragged volcanic of limestone pavements. (Photo byTania Stott financial and other support of the Countryside Stewart Campbell) importance of such sites. Erics were a class act. peaks of the Lake District. 

UK RIGS and Cumbria RIGS Group Council for Wales, English Nature, Scottish 
Natural Heritage, Environment Agency, Royal 

E 
Society for Nature Conservation, EarthMISSION New publication New RIGS group launchedill Science Teachers' Association, Geologists'ACCOMPLISHED 

~ Association and Cumbria and Gloucestershire 
s
 

A huge effort by enthusiastic volunteers has
 o§ The Earth Science team of the Royal Society Easter week on Sutton Bank at the North and an increased understanding and RIGS. Their sponsorship enabled over 80 
'" for Nature Conservation has launched a new Yorkshire Moors National Park Centre awareness of the local geodiversity and its delegates, representing two thirds of thesucceeded in re-packing about 35,000 ~ 

geological specimens at Ludlow Museum, ~ quarterly, Geodiversity Update, aimed at brought many and varied organisations from importance to the heritage and tourism member RIGS groups and the principal
c: «

Shropshire (right). The programme has taken decision-makers with little or no knowledge the National Trust to Forest Enterprise to hear industry. sponsors, to enjoy three days of formal
'"
 

about five years, with volunteers working two
 :i2 of Earth sCience. It IS intended to the aspirations of the new Scarborough and Inappropriate tree planting was presentations, workshops, exhibits and field 
.t' 
2 complement Earth Heritage and has the Ryedale RIGS group, which covers north-east recognised as preventing access to some visits administered expertly by Tania Stottafternoons a week. The amount of time involved 
o 

has been enormous. il: support of English Nature, Countryside Yorkshire. The areas served include the North landforms and with planting revisions (UKRIGS) and her co-members of Cumblia 

It means that the collection is ready for transfer to a new mobile racking system which Council for Wales, Scottish Natural Heritage Yorkshire Moors, the Vale of Pickering, the imminent, the discussion was timely. The RIGS Group. 

affords easier access and decreases the risk of damage to individual items. The long-term plan is and UKRIGS. Hambleton Hills and the northern edge of the RIGS group immediately grew in size and • Conferellce Pmcecdillg,\ will he iH'ai/able 
el/rly ill 200} for no (including p&p) fromto re-locate the Museum reference collections to a new, purpose-built facility in the town. Contact Mick Stanley or Ruth Capper on Yorkshire Wolds. now has an active programme of surveying 

Shropshire Curator of Natural Sciences, Kate Andrew, said "The volunteers' efforts have been 01636670046 or mich.~lanle~'acix.co,uh. or Talks on the local geology and the sites and management planning based on Tlte Secretl/ry. tARJ(;.\, do The hiln, 

invaluable. We normally have about 30 names on our volunteer roster at anyone time, and we r.capperrii nnc.ci:\.tCl.uh. for more infor benefits of designating RIGS within the discrete geological horizons starting with the lI11flter Roml..Vell'l/rk, Yoltinglt'IfIl1'hire, 

always welcome new people." To lend a hand, ring Ludlow Museum on 01584 873857. mation or to receive a copy. planning system produced lively discussion Corallian. ,\'G2-I J HT or I'II/l/il: RlGS@.RSN(',ci.r.co,lIk 
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geoconservation database 
based on Microsoft Access Accessing a 
97® running on a 
Windows™ PC is being 

developed to help Herefordshire and 
Worcestershire RIGS Group record sites 
within the two counties. 

The Group was previously using GD2, 

a DOS-based application running on the 

Advanced Revelation Database 

Management System Version 2. The Group 

decided to build its own Access-based 

application after learning that a profes
NaVigating around Microsoftsiona]]y written Windows-based Earth 
Access is made easy by the

science database (GD3) was unlikely to 
creation of a main switch (left) 

emerge in the near future. which opens when the 

Access 97 was selected for several Geoconservation Database is 

opened. This can be customised 

to suit the needs of the user and 
reasons. 

Firstly, as part of Microsoft Office, 
modified to suit corporate colours 

Access is fu]]y compatible with other or include the logo of the RIGS 
The Maesoglan quarry face, showing delta deposits members of that family, such as Word and group or organisation
formed in a glacial lake, has significant research Excel. It has a familiar graphical user Below: One style of site report 
potential. (Photo by Stewart Campbell) 

which could be produced. interface (not offered by a DOS-based 

application) and also allows interaction 
landfill area has now been landscaped and with other Windows applications. For 

SITE REPORT: COUNTY QUARRY. returned to pasture, with the remaining example, the user may embed an OLE 
_ e-sections through the sands and gravels " .. 

COt>"ly:W~ 
-----'l_-~···--- t(Object Linked Embedding) object such a~ . &~ .:Y'i..l.... 

~,...,....- ~preserved near the former entrance to the 
a map, photograph or video clip of a site allowing paragraphs of text to be entered report

r~~l 

~.,.("~..dump. .... ro._••_.. -.-.._........__ .._
within the database record for that site. directly into Microsoft Access instead of w r i tin g _ ..-.-.------_._--_._.__10_ ....-,."'ti__ •..---...... _The latest part of the story at Maesoglan is ........_ ..... -. _ "", __ ". 4_
 
stored in an embedded Word document. --- --,..._.--,....·_.-._".._~-

~_,.....,.
...._--_P

••__
..... ---'....fa c i lit y. __'-'M ~_=-- .... 11II_1the positive impact of Tir Gofal on geoconser _______•.'-._1I<,..._.l-'-~ 

........ ~ __••_,-....~ oo .. ___~_..Relatively Inexpensive The terminology entered into the This will 
~_',."- .....__ ........·oIoI_ ....... ......
vation. The farmer has been made aware of the 

'';7II1J(1)

GeoconservatJn Database will be managed allow thegeoconservation interest on his land, and the 
~.,;_'_....1IT'!>t_1_ ~ .,.._,,~Secondly, Access is relatively by pop-up lists and dictionaries. This user tosite management needs are to be incorporated 

inexpensive and fonus part of a pre-Ioaded avoids the time-consuming typing in of key extractinto a Tir Gofal agreement. -software bundle on many home computers. terms, and ensures standard tenninology  specified -As the icing on the cake, the negotiation of _.--~..... .. 
r 

, .:the permissive path will allow continued study It does not require heavy investment in crucial if the data are to be exchanged information .' "- I .. 

and research of the deposits. computer hardware; a Pentium-based PC between interested parties. . relating to a , ~.
,r,,,JIJ. ..with 32 Mb of RAM is fine, but the Examples of such lists include a particular 2....,;


Raymond Roberts software will run on a 486 PC (although Stratigraphical Tenu list and a Geograph site or to
 
Countryside Council jor Wales there may be some perfonuance problems, ical Dictionary containing a list of adminis answer
 

~.,,~._. 
1/\ ~ 

especially when handling large datasets). trative and geographical regions. Users can queries, for 
Access is a relational database. This modify these lists to suit their individual example by 

means that, rather than storing all requirements, and additional tables can be listing all sites with a particular fossil, or 
infonnation in one large table, the data are added to the database without affecting identifying the percentage of sites with 
divided into several linked tables, each infonuation stored elsewhere. For example, Silurian exposures. 
covering one distinct subject. The new one Herefordshire and Worcestershire Customisation is possible, allowing the 
Geoconservation Database will use RIGS Group volunteer is compiling a us"er to identify both the infonuation they 
separate tables to store site attributes. The literature database with a view to creating a wish to extract and the style and format of 
data entry fonnat, however, will be similar full list of publications relevant to sites in the resulting report, which can either be 
to that of the Geology Locality Record the two counties. Once completed, this printed. mapped uSll1g Geographic 
form, making the application as user literature database will form an integral part Information System (G IS) software, or 
friendly as possible. of the overall Geoconservation Database. saved in a variety of file formats. The 

The Recorded Sites table will be the Microsoft Access also features a example (above right) combines 
'key entity' in the database. This is linked to inforn1ation from the database table-s (such 
a series of hierarchically related tables that as grid reference, system and stage) and 
allow different levels of infonnation to be embedded OLE objects stored in CorelCheryl Jones 
recorded; for example geological System Draw and Maplnfo Professional''' . 
(or Period), Stage and Lithostratigraphy. University College, Worcester The Geoconservation Database ISirritation by mosquitoes and the threat of 
This hierarchical structure will also allow currently being developed by Herefordshire attack by bears hindered work. Pauline Couper

The $75,000 Rolex Award funding will be for data transfer if a professionally and Worcestershire RIGS group, and is still 

used mainly for vital laboratory work. developed, more powerful, alternative Herefordshire and undergoing modification. However, the 

Nicholls estimates this will take a further five application becomes available. plan is to make it available to other RIGSWorcestershire 
years, although she hopes to display the In addition to these tables, each site groups and 110n-profit-making organi

giant's skull at the Tyrrell Museum by 2003. record will be linked to a memo field, RIGS Group sations if they want it. 

-

Wildlife Trusts aod 

RIGS ben
 
from far
 
One of Wales' RIGS should benefit from 
being part of the all-Wales 
environmental scheme, Tir Gofa\. As part of 
the whole farm agreement, access 
Maesoglan RIGS has been secured 
following negotiation to create a permissive 
path to the exposures. 

Maesoglan has significant research 
potential, especially in reconstructing 
glacial history of this part of North Wales. 

A series of isolated hills forms the spine of 
the Lleyn Peninsula and has had a significant 
bearing on the Quaternary history of the area. 
Environmental reconstructions show that the 
peninsula acted as a barrier to the general 
southward movement of Irish Sea ice during 
the last glaciation. For a period, Irish Sea ice 
may have been pinned on the northern coast of 
Llyn, and ice lobes and glacial meltwater 
deposited sands and gravels in a series of 
terraces. 

Maesoglan RIGS provides a section 
through a terrace where alternating coarse and 
fme material, characteristic of delta deposits, 
is on view. The deposits appear to have been 
formed in a substantial water body, although 
whether this was a glacially impounded lake 
(freshwater) or the sea (marine) is debatable. 

The extensive terraces, together with the 
Bryncir-Clynnog Moraine Complex towards 
the eastern end of Llyn, are an important 
mineral resource which has previously been 
extracted. But human impact at Maesoglan did 
not end with that. For years, the local council 
used the floor of the disused sand pit and the 
adjacent boggy land as a refuse dump. The 

The dedication of a Canadian-American 
palaeontologist in excavating a 23-metre-long 
ichthyosaur skeleton from the mosquito
riddled wilds of British Columbia has been 
recognised with a Rolex Award for Enterprise. 

Discovered beside the remote Sikanni 
Chief River in 1991, the ichthyosaur is half as 
long again as the largest previously known 
marine reptile. 

Elizabeth Nicholls (right), curator of 
marine reptiles at the Royal Tyrrell Museum, 
Drumheller, Alberta, has spent three years 
painstakingly excavating and studying the 
fossil. Its location was so remote that all 
equipment and fossil remains had to be 
helicoptered in and out. 

Spring floods inundate the site after 
prolonged hard winters, and limit excavation 
to a few weeks in summer. 

In addition to the severe climate, constant 



Sidestrand GCR site, Norfolk, showing the famous chalk 'rafts' thrust up into glacial deposits. 

described in Quaternary of East Anglia a1d the Midlands (due 2001). (Photo by Stewart Campbell) 

here is a clear message in 
every issue of Earth Heritage 
magazine: we place a high 
value on Earth heritage sites 

for study and enjoyment. It is equally 
clear that we need to protect them so 
they are here for future generations to 
study and enjoy:' Knowing that it is 
impracticable to conserve absolutely 
every outcrop or landscape feature, we 
must first select the best sites, at national, 
regional and local levels. 

est Earth science sites 

Nationally, the Geological 
Conservation Review, (GCR) is a world
first in the systematic selection and 
documentation of a country's best Earth 
science sites. No other country has 
attempted to review its Ealth science sites 
on anything near the same scale. After over 
two decades of evaluation and 
documentation, there is now an inventory 
of over 3,000 GCR sites, representing the 
diversity of the geological and geomorpho
logical features of Britain. The sites are all 
to be protected as Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI). 

The Joint Nature Conservation 
Committee (JNCC) is publishing the GCR 
Series of 42 books as the essential reference 
and information source for each site and to 
justify the worthiness of each site for 
conservation. We have now reached a 

Neil Ellis 
Joint Nature Conservation
 

Committee
 

milestone in this massive publication 
venture - the half-way point - with the 
publication of the 21 st volume, British 
Upper Jurassic Stratigraphy (Oxfordian 
and Kimmeridgian). 

Following the decision in 1999 to 
publish the volumes in-house, the rate of 
publication is flSlDg and work on 
publishing the rest of the series is well 
under way. Looking beyond paper, we are 
also considering publishing the GCR 
reports through electronic media. 

en'llal references 

The GCR volumes are essential 
references for those engaged in the study of 
British geology and will, we hope, provide 
a stimulus for further investigation. They 
are helpful to all of those people who, in 
one way or another, have a vested interest 
in the GCR sites: owners, occupiers, 
planners, teachers, those concerned with 
the practicalities of site conservation and 
indeed the local people for whom such sites 
are an environmental asset. 

The conservation value of the sites is 
mostly based on a specialist understanding 

of their geological and geomorphological 
features and is, therefore, technical. The 
account of each site ends, however, with a 
brief summary of the geological interest, 
framed in less technical language to help 
the non-specialist. The first chapter of each 
volume is also aimed at a less specialist 
audience. 

The books are not intended as field 
guides, nor do they cover the practical 
problems of site conservation. The aim is 
simply to recgrd the scientific justification 
for conserving the sites. 

The publication of the final volume of 
this massive body of work in 2002 will 
complete a lasting testimony to the 
importance of British sites in the Earth 
sciences. 

For more information about the 
books and a full listing of their titles, see 
the JNCC web site " I" l I., IJ 

1'1 il , or our distributor's web 
site, 11" or write to JNCC, 
Monkstone House, City Road, 
Peterborough, PE I IJy. 

Above: Covers to three of the 21 titles so far 

published in the GCR series. Above right, contorted 

Precambrian rocks at South Stack GCR site, 

Anglesey, featured in Precambrian rocks of England 

and Wales (2000). Right, Newborough Warren GCR 

site, Anglesey, described in Coastal 

Geomorphology of Great Britain (due 2001). 

(Photos by Stewart Campbell/ 

Countryside Council for Wales) 

Geological Conservation
 
Review Volumes
 

An Intmdllction to the Gl'ologiut! COJl\l'rmtlOn Rel'll'll (Published) 

Precambrian and Structural Geology 

Caledonian Structures il/ Britain (published)
 

Lewisian, Torridonian and Moine rods ofScotland (in prep.)
 

Dalmdian Rocks ofScotland (in prep.)
 

Precambrial/ Rocks of England and Wales (puhlished)
 

Fossil Arthropods (II' Great Britain (in prep.)
 

Variscall to Alpine Structures in Britain (in prep.)
 

Igneous Petrology and Mineralogy 

British Tertiw:\' Volcanic Province (published)
 

Igneous Rocks (?I' SOlllh- West Englc/lld (published)
 

Caledonian Igneous Rocks of Britain (published)
 

Pennian-Carbonit'erous Igneous Rocks in Britain (in prep.)
 

Minerali::,ation in Greot Britain (in prep.)
 

Palaeozoic Stratigraphy 

Marine Permian of England (published)
 

British Upper Carboniferous Stratigraphy (published)
 

British Cambrian-OrdOI'ician Stratigraphy (published)
 

British Silurian Stratigraphy (published)
 

British Lower Carboniferous Stratigraphy (in prep.)
 

British Devonian Stratigraphy (in prep.)
 

Mes9zoic-Cainozoic Stratigraphy 

British Tertiarv Stratigraphy (published)
 

British Permian-Triassic Stratigraphy (in prep.)
 

British Upper Jurassic Stratigraphy (published)
 

British Middle Jurassic Stratigraph\' (in prep.)
 

Britishl,.ower Jurassic Stratigraphv (in prep.)
 

Jurassic-Cretaceous Boundary Rocks in- El/gland: Portlandion,
 

Purbeckian al/d Wealdel/) (in prep.)
 

British Upper Cretaceous Stratigraphy (in press)
 

British Marine Lower Cretaceous Stratigraphy (in prep.)
 

Palaeontology 
Fossil Reptiles of Great Britain (published)
 
Palaeoz.oic Palaeobotany of Great Britain (puhlished)
 
Fossil Fishes of Great .,Britain (published)
 
Mesozoic-Tertiary Palaeobotan.v o.t'Great Britain (in press)
 
Fossil Mammals al/d Birds of Great Britain (in prep.)
 

Quaternary Geology and Geomorphology 

Quaternary of Wales (published)
 

Quaternan' of Scotlal/d (published)
 

Quatemary of the Thames (published)
 

Quatenwn' of South- West England (published)
 

Quatemary of East Anglia and Midlands (in prep.)
 

Quaternary of Northern England (in prep.)
 

Quaternary of Southern England (in prep.)
 

Geomorphology 

Karst and Caves of Great Britain (published)
 

Fluvial Geomorphology of Great Britain (published)
 

Mass Movements in Britain (in prep.)
 

Coastal Geomorphology of Great Britain (in prep.)
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Birk Knowes Site of Specal 

Scientific Interest, In 

Lanarkshire, is one of 

Scotland's most rerrJte and 

vulnerable fossil si-:es. 

The SSSI has been ciamaged 

by large-scale, irresponsible 

fossil collecting. Scottish Natural 

Heritage aims to ameliorate the 

situation and co-ordinate the 

long-term management of an 

irreplaceable resource. 

Getting to 
grips with 

B
 
irk Knowes SSSI is world

renowned. Drawing atten
tion from researchers, the 
site has also attracted 

ruthless fossil collectors who have raided 
it for personal financial gain. 

Most raids have happened in the last 30 
years, with the most intense collecting 
taking place in the mid-1990s. Ironically, 
this was in the wake-of a 'license to collect' 
system run by Scottish Natural Heritage, 
designed to end irresponsible collecting' 

System ignored 

The system failed primarily because it 
was ignored by the very people it was 
designed to stop. Another major factor was 
the site's remoteness. The culprits could 
work un-noticed and unhindered since the 
nearest town is over eight kilometres away, 
along a rough track. 

In 1995, Scottish Natural Heritage 
stopped issuing collection permits and 
closed and fenced the site. Specially 
commissioned research found that the 
fossil-bearing rock sequence was so small 
that it was probably contained entirely 
within the SSSI boundary. It confirmed that 
the tiny but internationally significant 
resource has been vandalised and over
collected, with senous loss of scientific 
information. 

Subsequent rescue excavations have 
tried to salvage any fossils the collectors 
had discarded while searching for the rarest 
and most complete specimens. Future 

Colin MacFadyen 
Scottish Natural Heritage 

A 'rescue excavation' at Birk Knowes where geologists try to assess what remains. 

(Photo by Colin MacFadyen/Scottish Natural Heritage) 

collecting will now have to be severely 
restricted and carefully monitored. 

In terms of tracing the 'lost' fossils, 
Scottish Natural Heritage learned that an 
amateur collector from Germany was 
responsible for much of the recent 
collecting and damage. Although the fossils 
were seen in his private collection, there 
was little that could be done - apart from 
buying the material' That was not a course 
open to the Government's conservation 
advisor. Instead, staff opted to keep track of 
the collection and, in 1999, found that the 
Humboldt Museum in Berlin had bought 
the Birk Knowes fossils in good faith, 
believing the necessary extraction and 
removal perrnissions had been granted. 

In November 2000, Scottish Natural 
Heritage met representatives of the 
Humboldt Museum and it looks likely that 
some fossils will be returned. 

With their return, and the development 
of site safeguard measures, which now also 
include notice boards with anti-collecting 
messages in four different languages, 
Scottish Natural Heritage has attempted to 
ameliorate past failures of site management 
at the Birk Knowes SSSL Soon, collecting 
will resume, but for purely scientific 
purposes. The goal is to ensure that the 
maximum amount of information is derived 
from the remaining fossil-bearing resource. 

The story of Birk Knowes has attracted 
significant media interest, and again aired 
the issue of irresponsible collecting. 
Scottish Natu·~al Heritage's pursuit of the 
Birk Knowes fossils abroad demonstrates 
its determination to safeguard the country's 
fossil heritage from irresponsible collectors 
who plunder SSSI for personal gain.• 

• Set' </lslI 1'lIge I.J 
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10-year task nears completion 

T he Geological Conservation 
Review left Scottish Natural 
Heritage and its predecessor 
body with the task of 

notifying and conserving the best and 
most representative elements of 
Scotland's geodiversity. 

To enable its best possible management, 
the Earth Science Site Documentation 
Project was staI1ed in 1991. Ten years on, 
this massive opus is on the brink of 
completion. Its plainly worded site analyses 
and management suggestions will provide 
the foundation for effective Earth science 
conservation in Scotland for years to come. 

The notification process 

Scotland's GCR sites include areas of 
rocky uplands, coastal and liver cliffs, old 
and new quarries, road cuts, pits, mines, 
bogs and numerous landforms and dynamic 
systems. Most are now notified as Earth 
science SSSI. When a GCR site is notified, 
the landowner and occupier receive a short 
scientific statement of the interest, 
accompanied by a list of Potentially 
Damaging Operations (PDOs) and a map 
detailing the boundary of the site. 
Following notification the landowner and 
occupier must ask the local Scottish Natural 
Heritage Area Office for consent to carry 
out any activity on the PDO list. This 
results in talks between the Area Officers 
and the landowner and occupier about site 
management. 

However, Scottish Natural Heritage 
Area Officers who deal with the 
notification and subsequent management at 
the all-important local level, are often not 
Earth science specialists, and have little or 
no geological training. Consequently, the 
scientific description which forms the core 
of the notification is sometimes incompre
hensible to both sides. Neither is likely to 
have met terms such as rhyodacite, 
Pliensbachian, solifluction or eurypterid. 

Problems can arise when Area Officers 
with little geological expertise have to 

explain and justify particular sites to 
landowners and occupiers. 

Bridging the gap 

It was realised after the GCR site 
selection process of the 1980s that 
landowners and occupiers would quite 
likely be indifferent to the Earth science 
interest of their land unless someone 
explained it to them in terms they could 
understand. With this in mind, the Earth 
Science Site Documentation Project was 
born in 1991. 

Since then, the project has sought to 
describe and explain the interest of each 
and every geological and geomorphological 
site in Scotland in plain, no-nonsense 
English. To bridge the gap between 
scientific terminology and general 
appreciation.•,of the site, the description is 
accompanied by a series of simplified 
geological/geomorphological maps, 
diagrams, palaeogeographic recon
structions and annotated photographs 
illustrating features of interest such as folds 
and fossil-beds. 

Tailor made 

With this package come site-specific 
management guidelines, addressing current 
problems and anticipating future threats. 
Guidance given ranges from advice on 
minimising damage where development is 
proposed, to defining best management 
practices. 

Examples include the most approptiate 
way of laying pipelines across important 
intertidal rock exposure; and designing 
conifer plantations to avoid impinging on 
impoI1ant inland outcrops and landforms. 

he Northern 
Scottish Natural Heritage inherited a
 

Scotland-wide network of Earth sciencc
 
Sites of Special Scicntific Interest (SSSI)
 
carrying statutory protection under the
 
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. They
 
were identified during a Britain-wide
 
Earth science site selection process, the
 

Colin MacFadyen 
Scottish Notural Heritage 

In the case of geomorphological sites, the 
issues of erosion and recreational access to 
upland SSSI such as the Cairngorms are 
addressed. 

In addition to Scottish Natural Heritage 
staff, site documentation reports are 
available to the site landowners and 
occupiers, and planners and developers 
involved in any proposed site development. 
Demystifying the science is creating greater 
understanding of our Earth Heritage sites 
and more willingness to manage them 
better. 

The future 

Just before its 10th birthday, the Earth 
Science Site Documentation Project will 
end with the completion of report number 
667 in March 2001. 

With it, the foundations will have been 
laid for ensuring the effective management 
of Scotland's geodiversity. The reports are 
being used as intended and they will be of 
use for many years into the future. Already 
lhe photographic coverage has been 
invaluable in monitoring site condition. 

It is hoped that soon the layman's 
descriptions will be compiled on a CD
ROM to allow wider use in public 
education and geodiversity awareness 
projects.• 

highlights. •
 
Geological Conservation Review (GCR), 
which ran from 1977 to 1990. A total of 
834 GCR sites represented the remarkable 
geological diversity and scientific 
importance of Scotland's Earth heritage: 
they reflected Scotland's tumultuous 

geological history. page 12 ~ 
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from pa~e 11 ~ 

Scotland's geodiversity is par1ly due to its 
component crustal fragments having moved 
through the Earth's climatic belts. Rock 
formations show evidence of having formed 
under tropical, desert and glacial conditions. 
However, Scotland's position at the edges of the 
Earth's lithospheric plates, where magmatic 
activity and mountain building are 
concentrated, is the primary reason for this 
geodiversity. 

In the beginning there were the Lewisian 
Gneisses of the far north and west, representing 
the oldest rock in North-west Europe. Dating 
back three billion years, the Lewisian represents 
the base outward from which the rest of 
Scotland 'accreted'. The Torridonian 
Sandstone, the oldest sedimentary rock in 
Britain, was deposited on these ancient gneisses 

by rivers draining the ancient continent of 
Greenland and North America. Later in the 
Precambrian, at the edge of this continent, a 
vast thickness of sediment accumulated on the 

e Northern highlights...
 
margin, of a widening ancient ocean called 
lapetus. Continental collision closed the 
lapellls Ocean, giving rise to the Grampian 
and \lllrthem Highlands. Evidence of the 
ocean's closure is preserved in the Cambro
OrdO\ ician and Silurian fossil record and is 
graphH:ally illustrated by remaining 
fragml.'nts of the ocean floor and the Southern 

~ Upland, accretionary prism. 
FlU\ ial and lacustrine Devonian 

sequences and Permo-Triassic desert deposits 
have) lelded a wide variety of fossil material 
Important for evolutionary studies. The 
natunl1 resource-rich Carboniferous and 
Jurassic sequences of marine shallow-water, 
lagoonal and estuarine origin have done the 
same. 

l.' Tertiary volcanic complexes along 
the west coast bear testimony to Scotland's 
split with Greenland and North America as 
the north-east Atlantic began to open 60 
million years ago. 

Like the 'hard' geology, the landforms and 
surface deposits of Scotland are remarkable 
for their diversity. Glacial, periglacial, relict 
landforms and sediments formed by geomor
phological processes associated with glaciers, 
are testimony to the lee Age. Pollen archives, 
residing in peat bogs, preserve detailed 
records of environmental change that has 
taken place over the last 10,000 years. 
Present-day active processes, including rivers 
and dune systems, are a reminder of ongoing 
change and landscape evolution. 

Scotland's geodiversity has played a 
crucial part in the development of structural 
and metamorphic geology, igneous petrology, 
palaeontology and geomorphology. Among 
the GCR sites that teH Scotland's story are 
sites of major historical importance, 
including Hutlon's 'sections' and 'unconfor
mities' . The understanding of which gave rise 
to the founding principles of modern 
geology.• 

Clockwise, from top left: 

• The 25m thick Tertiary sill of picrodolerite, forming 

the promontory beneath Duntulm Castle, Skye. 

Alternating clinopyroxene-rich and olivine-rich bands 

produce the layering. 

• ~ewisian Gneiss forming the landscape at Gruinard 

in the North-West Highlands 

• Middle Devonian fluvial and lacustrine sediments 

capped by glacial deposits that document the glacial 

history of northern Caithness, Drumhollistan, 

Caithness. 

• The Clochodrick Stone, a geomorphologically and 

historically important lowland glacial erratic boulder, 

near Lochwinnoch, Renfrewshire, one of Scotland's 

smallest SSSlt 

• The Lower Carboniferous sedimentary sequence of 

Roscobie Quarry SSSI. The Charlestown Main 

Limestone, a carbonate buildup complex, forms the 

base of the sequence and is overlain by deltaic 

sediments. 

• The Lower Lias Broadford Beds at Boreraig on the 

shore of Loch Eishort Skye, within the Boirearaig to 

Cam Dearg SSSf 

(Photos by Colin MacFadyen) 
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E ngland's mineral resource is 
rich and varied. The orefields 
of south-west England, 
Cumbria, the Pennines and 

other areas are renowned for their varied 
types and styles of mineralisation and the 
large number of associated mineral 
species. This diversity is a consequence of 
England's long and varied geological 
history. 

The knowledge of England's minerals 
gained in recent centuries has made a major 
contribution to the modern science of 
mineralogy. In contrast to many other 
sciences, the contribution of the amateur is 
still acknowledged as vital in mineralogy. 

• ..-: _ 'r·lr.. 

The mineral extraction industry greatly 
helped the science develop in England by 
making material easily available for 
collection and study. However, samples 
have declined in line with the virtual 
collapse of metalliferous mining. Safe 
underground access to disused mines is 
difficult and the remaining accessible spoil 
heaps hold a finite and effectively 
irreplaceable supply. 

This supply shortage means that future 
study depends on achieving the right 
balance between collecting and maintaining 
minerals on a site. 

Fundamental to research 

While collecting is fundamental to 
mineralogical research, and for educational, 
commercial and aesthetic purposes, ruthless 
activity can deplete or even clear a site of 
its mineralogical interest. 

Each site's conservation must be 
tailored to its available minerals. Where 
mineral supplies are extensive and 
regularly replenished, as with some 
working quarries, responsible collecting 

Michael Murphy 
English Nature 

will have little impact. However, where the 
resource is thin and not replenished - old 
spoil heaps and mineral veins - a more 
precautionary approach is needed to ensure 
that the scientific value of the site is not 
lost. 

The onus is on the site users to adopt a 
responsible and sustainable approach to 
collecting. 

It is regrettable and shocking that 
mineral sites are damaged and destroyed, 
but it is an inevitable consequence of 
irresponsible collecting, in method and 
scale, from a finite resource. Undoubtedly, 
the actions of a small minority of collectors 
can cause enormous damage, destroying the 
resource for the majority of responsible 
users. 

s 
For some years now, English Nature has 

promoted a responsible and sustainable 
approach to the collection of fossils, which 
is widely accepted as good practice. The 
principles are simple, logical and easily 
adapted to mineral collecting (see inset). 

Two examples illustrate the problems 
and complexities of managing finite 
mineral resources. 

Hope's Nose Site of Special Scientific 
Interest, Devon, is a site of unique gold
bearing limestone-hosted veins of very 
limited extent. Intensive and unconsented 
collecting, using heavy-duty rock saws, has 
removed the veins and the site is now 
effectively destroyed. Although specimens 
remain in well-curated collections, it is 
impossible to view this unique minerali
sation in its original context. 

On Caldbeck Fells, Skiddaw SSSI, 
Cumbria, high levels of collecting from 
mineral veins and mine dumps have 

Hope's Nose SSSI: Where once there was unique gold mineralisation" now only cavities remain, following 

unconsented collecting activities using a power saw. (Photo by Mick Murphy/English Nature) 

Roughton Gill, Skiddaw SSSI: The large Roughton Gill mine dump, Caldbeck Fells. Collecting is currently not
 

normally permitted here as there is concern that the archaeological resourq,e may be damaged.
 

(Photo by Mick Murphy/English Nature)
 

seriously depleted parts of the 
mineralogical resource. If it had been left 
unmanaged, this scale of collecting would 
ultimately have destroyed key elements of 
the mineral resource. In addition, the Lake 
District National Park Authority (LDNPA) 

was seriously concerned about the impact 
of collecting on the archaeological resource 
and the landscape. 

LDNPA has therefore introduced a 
permit system for mineral collecting, with 
the support of English Nature, the British 

Geological Survey and the Russell Society. 
Permits are granted to anybody. amateur or 
professional, \vho fills in an application 
form outlining v<.Uid scientific motives for 
collecting. For those who do not qualify, the 
LDNPA is organising special educational 
mineral days, including guided visits to the 
Fells. In addition, collections of mineral 
specimens from the area are to be made 
available for public use. 

English Nature is currently reviewing 
the condition of a large number of mineral 
SSSI to build a more accurate picture on 
which to manage the whole resource. 

It is vital that all site users understand 
the sensitivity of the mineral resource and 
adopt a responsible approach to collecting 
now. All site users. whether professional or 
amateur researcher, or student. professional 
or amateur collector. have a major role to 
play in conserving mineral sites for the 
future. The fate of our mineral resource is 
in your hands! - 

-.. See also page 10 



Arc ipelago's 
explosive
 
top te •••
 

Raniero Massoli-Novelli 
Vice-president SIGEA 

(Societa Italiana di Geologia Am,bientale) 

C harles Darwin's writings 
assu~d the volcanic 
Galapagos Islands of lasting 
worldwide attention for 

their unique geology, animals and plants. 
In 1959, 93% of the 7,800 km 

archipelago (13 major and six minor 
islands), sitting 1,000 km west of Ecuador, 
was declared a National Park by the 
Ecuadorian government. In 1978, 
UNESCO assigned the islands World 
Heritage status. 

Like many other oceanic islands, the 
Galapagos are thought to be the product of 
a mantel plume along a typical mid-ocean 
ridge. The islands are located beneath the 
Nazca Plate, which is moving east-south
east. They were formed between two and 
three rnillion years ago, with Fernandina, 
the youngest island, having the most recent 
and best-conserved volcanic features. 
Espanola, its eastern neighbour, is 
considered the oldest and more eroded 
island. 

The geology is stunning. When I made 
a study visit in May-June 2000, the guides 
had a good geological knowledge and many 
volcano-geological sites along the islands' 
main routes were signed and explained. 

However, geosite conservation in the 
Galapagos requires attention. Eruptions, 
earthquakes, a high rock-fracture index and 
strong erosion are the main risks. Up to 
now, however, neither the Galapagos 
National Park nor its scientific advisor, the 
Charles Darwin Research Station, has had a 
conservation geologist on staff to consider 
issues like these. 

I very much hope this will change, 
because the archipelago is such a 
spectacular showcase for volcanic geology. 
My personal recommendations follow, 
running from west to east: 

1) ['uIlta Espillosa, Pemalldina islalld: 
Aa and pahoehoe lava flows are 

common in all the Galapagos but here the 
outcrops are really spectacular. The most 
recent eruption was in 1995, from La 
Cumbre volcano, which dominates the 
landscape. 

2) Urbilla Bay, 1mbela Island: 
Here the coast was suddenly raised 4.5 m 

above sea level during an eruption of 
Alcedo volcano in the 1950s. Now, visitors 
can walk over what was the sea floor 50 
years ago to observe enormous, impressive 
dried corals, and the remains of molluscs 
and other sea organisms. 

The smaller of the twin craters on Santa Cruz Island (left).
 

The steep, wild coast at Punta Suarez, Espanola Island. The
 

black basalt flow was exposed by a giant fault (above).
 

A cracked outcrop of pahoehoe lava from La Cumbre
 

volcano on Femandina Island (below).
 

(Photos by Raniero Massoli-Novelli)
 

3) Cerro Azul Lake, lsabela Islalld: 
The crater of the most southerly of the 

seven volcanoes on Isabela Island, Cerro 
Azul, holds a spectacular caldera lake 
complete with an islet of tuffs - a build-up 
of cinder material. The feature was created 
when the volcano's cone collapsed. 

or 200 years, the North 
Yorkshire coast has been 
significant for geological 
activity. Academic research, 

fossil collecting, conservation, RIGS, 
education, field trips and museums are 
all thriving. 

The Yorkshire Dinosaur Coast Project 
aims to bring all the activities under one 
roof so that we can conserve the Coast's 
exceptional geological heritage by raising 
public awareness and understanding. 

Objectives include: 
Organising and delivering an events 
programme: 
Producing a guidebook. information 
boards and displays: 
Publishing a catalogue of the scientif
ically important fossil specimens at 
Whitby and Scarborough Museums: 
Convening a working group of all 
interested parties to discuss the 
pressures on the area's fossil resource; 
Supporting the Ryedale and 
Scarborough RIGS Group in 
designating and interpreting inland 

4) Sierra Negra Caldera, Isabela 

Island: 
Between Cerro Azul and Alcedo 

volcano, Siena Negra Caldera is the second 
largest caldera in the world, after 
Ngorongoro in Tanzania. Walkjng along the 
northern edge of the caldera, visitors can 
see a series of active fumaroles and the 
'sulphur mine', a site with spectacular 
deposits of the yellow mineral. 

5) Pinl/acle Rock, BartlwIome Island: 
The 200 m high volcanic rock is a 

spectacular and famous view from the 
highest point of this small island. Climbing 
it reveals such volcanic features as parasitic 
cones, lava flows and lava tubes. 

6) Stmfa Rom l..llva TUI/llels, Sal/fa 

CI1IZ Island: 
In the highlands of this very green 

island, near Santa Rosa, there are two giant 
lava tunnels, laid one upon the other. While 
lava tubes and tunnels are common enough 
on the flanks of Galapagos volcanos, these 
two are exceptional - about 10 m high and 
500 m long. Visitors are accompanied 
inside without the usual mining helmets. 

7) Twil/ Craters, Sal/ta Cruz Islal/d: 

Two giant craters flank the main road 
between Puerto Ayora (the islands' main 

Alistair Bowden 
Yorkshire Dinosaur Coast
 

Project Officer
 

Have llama, will hunt fossils. 

(Photo by Alistair Bowden) 

sitcs to reduce pressure and offer safer 
alternatives to coastal localities. 
The earliest fruits of our efforts were 

two highly successful Diuo Days on 
consecutive days at Scarb~rough and 

settlement) and Baltra. Its accessibility 

makes it the most visited geosite in the 

Galapagos. The largest crater has a 

diameter of about 500 m, the other about 

400 m. The walls are almost vertical and 

quite probably formed as a result of the 

collapse of the bottom of old craters. 

8) PIlI;ta Suarez, EspUllOla Island: 

Punta Suarez is one of the most popular 

and attractive sites of the Galapagos, for the 

quantity and variety of wildlife and for the 

geological features. The exceptional 

panorama was created by a giant north

south fault along the west coast. The fault 

created the steep, wild coast where the rare 

Galapagos albatross nests. 

9) Tile Blowhole, Espanola Island: 

On the edge of the coast, the Blowhole, 

a spectacular fissure in the black basalt 

lava, spUI1s sea water high into the air like 

a geyser. 

10) Kicker Rock, Sail CrislQballslanll: 

Rising about 200 m straight from the 

ocean, Kicker Rock is a magnificent 

geosite. Composed of tuffs, a fault divided 

the rock from the main island and small 

boats can edge their way between the 

towering vertical walls.• 

Whitby at Easter. Over 30 organisations 
delivered over 50 activities. These ranged 
from pure science to the arts and even 
cookery to break down barriers. and 
included hands-on activities. slide-shows. 
guided walks and fossil shops. The 
emphasis was on variety and participation. 

The summer events programme 
comprised eight sets of events to involve 
people of various ages and levels of 
interest. No pre-booking was required and 
admission to most events was free to 
encourage participation. The average 
attendance per event was 67, with many 
drawing more than 100 - highly 
successful. 

Events included: 
Drop-in, hands-on sessions that 

took in fossil plaster casts, ammonite 
mobiles, Jurassic scenes. a dinosaur 
tracking exercise and sand-sculptures. 
Most sessions took place on beaches with 
some at the museums. Others were run 
with Haven Holidays' Tiger Club, a 
children's' activity club on the large 
caravan parks. 

Further reading 

Cullen A., Vicenzi E., McBimey 
A.R. (1989): Plagioclase-ultraphyric 
hasalts of the Galapagos archipelago. 
low: Volcan.Res., 37. 325-337. 

Feighner MA., Richards MA. 
(1995): Lithmpheric structure and 
compel/sation mechanism ofGalapagos 
archipelago. lourn.Geophys.Res.. 99, 
6711-6729. 

Jacksoll M.M. (1988): 

Galapagos: a Natural History Guide. 
Simkin T. (1984): Geology of the 

Galapagos Islands. In: Key 
Environments: Galapagos. Pergal110n 
Press, Oxford. 

White lv.M., McBimey A.R., 
DUllcan A.R. (1993): Petrology and 
geochemistry of the Galapagos. 
lourn.Geophys.Res.. 93, 19533-19563. 

White lv.M. (1997): 
http://wH·IV.geo.comell.edlllgeology/ 
Galapagos 
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H OW do we protect our choice 
sites and landscapes from 
huge opencasts, super
quarries, urban sprawl, 

landfill and neglect? 
How can we oppose major 

GeoConservation Commission 

The question of access to the Giant's Causeway World Heritage Site (above) needs resolving. Quarries (above 

right) pose another perplexing question. (Photos by Stewart Campbell) 

17~ 
Fossil hunting where commercial 
collectors showed people how to hunt. 
whilst highlighting the ethical issues 
(see page 14). 
Expert days where academics led trips 
pitched at a lay audience. providing 
enough time to allow for deeper 
questioning and understanding. 
These successes were added to by 

coach trips, evening strolls (one of which 
attracted 18 I people to look at dinosaur 
footprints. with just one leader"! i), library 
events, boat trips and even a llama trek. 
where participants took a fossil walk and 
were treated to a gourmet lunch 
accompanied by wine, with even a chair to 

sit on - all carried by the llamas. 

Din 
Responsible collecting 

In addition to the public work, the 
Project takes in the North Yorkshire Coast 
Fossil Collecting Forum. This has been 
convened to tackle issues relating to the 
fossil resource head-on. Representati ves 
from academia, education. museums. 
landowners, commercial and amateur 
collectors. local authorities and English 
Nature have been invited and. contrary to 

perceived wisdom. no irreconcilable 
differences have surfaced. The atmosphere 
has been constructive. 

The first sign that this partnership 
could have an impact came when local 
conunercial collectors led the summer 

ur
 
Philip Doughty 
Retiring Chairman, 

developments while requiring artificial 
exposures in areas of near-total cover? 
What use is a site unless the materials that 
made it famous are safe? Could geotourism 
be our salvation in reaching an uninfOlllled 
public and building the public profile that 
the planetary sciences crave? What use is a 
World Heritage Site without sufficient 
access to appreciate what makes it special? 
How should we react when our seminal 
naiional and international collections are 
put at risk? How does a conservation body 
remain credible in an organisation also 
representing the primary mining and 
qualTying agglomerates? Which is the best 
way to share our conservation experience 
nationally and internationally? Can we 

provide a united front to protect the very 
stuff of our science and just how do we 
achieve a UK consensus anyway? 

With issues like these clamouring for 
attention, can anyone make a difference? 

I found myself thinking along these 
lines when I took over the Chair of the then 
Conservatiort' Committee of the Geological 
Society five years ago. Plenty of questions 
but few answers. There are more answers 

a s 
fossil hunting events. The working group 
is now devising a code of conduct and 
registration scheme based on the Dorset 
model which it is hoped that eventually. 
all will sign up to. Initially it will focus on 
professional users. All this and still only 
half way through' Work is under way or 
imminent on producing interpretation 
materials. A museums catalogue will be 
published in 200 I and photographs of the 
specimens will be included on the web 
site. The RIGS Group is about to begin the 
Corallian Earth Science Audit. having 
received funding from RSNC (see page 3). 

Full details of the Dinosaur Coast 
Project are on the Web. 
www.dinocoast.org.uk 

now, not all of them satisfactory, but a little 
progress is better than none. 

I started with an enormous boon. The 
Committee had high-level f0Jl11al represen
tation from all the major organisational 
players in geological conservation in the 
UK. No other committee of the Society 
calTied this authority and Council 
recognised this in sanctioning its re
aeation as the GeoConservation 
Commission. A second vital bonus was the 
integration of the group. It was in good 
heart and confident in its role. 

The emphasis of the Commission at the 
lutset was site-dominated, a reflection of 

Ihe seminal significance of our key sites 
and landscapes. There is also an 
international obligation, because so many 
of our sites are linked to the creation of 
geology as a science and defining large 
rarts of the Phanerozoic time scale on 
British rocks. 

My own background in the cultural 
\ector inclined towards a much more 
holistic view incorporating the collections, 
portraits, residences, memorials, libraries, 
maps and archives of the science's 
uistinguished figures. The original art, 
illustration, photography and instrumen
tation of geology and geomorphology are 
increasingly important too. 

The Commission embraced this wider 
hrief enthusiastically so with a wider remit, 
a defined membership and a new name, a 
series of promotional leaflets was launched. 

: 1.11. 

The work of the Commission evolved 
rapidly. Consultations on government 
policy went from novelty to routine with 
significant input into many responses. An 
Issue of principle arose over the coal 
opencast consultation where the 

Commission's advice clashed solidly with 
the vested interest of the Coal Geology 
Group. A lively cOITespondence followed in 
Geoscientist. The Society was left to make 
the judgement of Solomon, but it does 
provide a setting for sensible discussion in 
mallers of this kind. 

Not being a membership organisation, 
should the Commission attempt to organise 
meetings and conferences? There are 
obvious areas of neglect. lanet Hooke's 
Coastal Defences and Earth Science 
Conservation, Andrew McMillan's 
Quarrying alld the Built Environment in 
Scotland, K.Jnneth James's "Tourism in 
Geological umdscapes in Belfast and 10hn 
Thackray's meeting Has the Past a Future? 
are all examples of highly successful 
collaborative events on subjects never 
previously aired. I regret not being able to 
arrange something on the 'extractive 
industries and conservation, and also a 
deeper look into the art and illustration of 
geology, but there must always be grapes 
left hanging invitingly on the vine. 

Specific cases were supported 
throughout the period and the two most 
recent illustrate the variety. 

The deletion of the only palaeontology 
curatOlial post at the British Geological 
Survey (BGS) at Keyworth left the seminal 
collections of British stratigraphic 
palaeontology, numbering some 2.5 million 
specimens, unserviced and exposed. The 
Commission reacted immediately and 
forcefully. We wrote to the Director of the 
Survey and briefed the Society and a large 
number of cu !tural organisations. 
Alongside the Geological Curators' Group, 
and with the vocal support of the Society 
and the cultural sector, the Commission 
helped create a climate in which the BGS 
has incorporated a new Chief Curator in its 
corporate structure with increased 

manpower support for the collections. A 
positive push towards recovery should 
follow. 

The second example is the Giant's 
Causeway. the UK's only geological World 
Heritage Site (mentioned in the Summer 
issue) and a status now at risk. 

The failure to reinstate the magnificent 
Lower Path following a partial collapse in 
1995 has meant that two thirds of the 
geological interest described in the original 
Justification for Designation is no longer 
accessible. It would require significant 
engineering to be elegantly and discretely 
restored. 

There is strong precedent for such work 
at World Heritage sites, as the £ )30m 

expenditure at Stonehenge has shown. 
Apparently, the present tack taken by 

the National Trust (the site owners). the 
Environment and Heritage Service and 
perhaps the Northern Ireland Tourist Board 
is that access may not be a requirement of 
the designation and if this proves the case. 
the path will be permanently closed. 

In the meantime. the Causeway Visitor 
Centre. destroyed by fire earlier in the year. 
will be rebuilt. The Visitor Centre at 
Stonehenge will follow the restoration of 
fhe site. An interesting contrast in priorities. 
What use is a World Heritage Site without 
sufficient access to appreciate what makes 
it special? 

This question brings me full circle to 

my introductory paragraph. 
Successes. individually. may well be 

bankable and the last five years have 
certainly seen some. But the present pace of 
de\'elopment is unprecedented and is 
closely matched by an equivalent elevation 
of the threat to the heritage. Perhaps the 
major achievement of the last five years has 
been the reshaping of the Commission to 
match this challenge more effectively. 
wish the Commission and the new 
Chairman, Professor Peter Doyle. all 
strength.• 
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A pool frog ilium (pelvic bone) discovered in a 
Scandinavia. There are some pool frog 

10th Century Saxon house foundation in 
populations in southern England, but most Holiday fun Gosberton, Lincolnshire. Bones to the can be traced to deliberate introductions in 

The most readily available source of sub-fossil 
the 19th and 20th centuries. Victorian 

remains are archaeological excavations. Plants pack that records of two populations in Norfolk and 

5	 
and insect remains are best preserved in 

Cambridgeshire (now extinct) cannot, e	 waterlogged environments such as bogs and 
however, be linked to introductions. works

marshes, but also in other deposits. Vertebrates 

and calcareous shells survive best in non-acidic Tourists'Rock, Fossil and Mineral Map Norfolk specimen 
conditions. (Photo by Charles Snell) of Great Britain. 2000. £3.50. Earthwise 

(British Geological Survey. tel: 0115936 
The discovery of a tiny extant 3241, e-mail sales@bgs.ac.uk). 

population of pool frogs in Norfolk ISBN 0-85272-351-2. Chris Gleed-Owen 
needle, but eastern England is substantially from Roman excavations. It might seemprompted debate on its origins, and in 1994

English Nature larger than a haystack I To compound the tenuous to read too much into only two The 'must have' enthusiasm generated 
by this coloUlful tourist pack's AS covers is

English Nature initiated a Species 
problem, bones of European frog species bones, but comparison with The 

tempered on opening it. You are confronted 
Recovery Programme in response to 

he pool frog recently became down in the history books as	 concerns that it might be a are notoriously difficult to identify to Netherlands, where pool and other green 
by a bland black-and-white booklet and the 

species level, and only a few bones in the frogs are common today, shows that their extinct in Britain. With being former British residents,	 relict natural occurrence. predominantly pastel blue corner of a fold
historic records unable to 'but many species do not have Unfortunately, the last skeleton are diagnostic. (The assistance in bones are uncommon at archaeological out map.
 
confirm its native status, it reliable historical records. For known Norfolk specimen - a
 checking identifications, of Dr Gottfried sites there too. The rarity of pool frog bone's But the pack quickly re-captures your 

remained unprotected by conserva example, the taxonomy of male captured c. 1984 Bohme at the Berlin Museum fUr from archaeological sites probably reflects interest. The map opens out to provide a 
tionists. But that is all set to change  European frogs is still being and ironically named Naturkunde, is gratefully acknowledged.) their preference for ponds away from	 colourful rendition of a geological Great 

Britain at A I size (so allowing the front seat through the novel use of some old bones. clarified today, so historical records	 Lucky - died in 1999. human habitation. Nevertheless, the Blitish 
passenger to unfold it while on the moveWe normally associate fossils with are of little use. In cases like these, the	 Attempts at encouraging One pelvic bone discovered bone finds are strong, but not conclusive, 
could obliterate the touring driver's view. 

'hard-rock' geology, but the superficial former presence of a species can be . him to mate with specially evidence of natural colonisation. But causing as much mayhem as the pack cover 
geology all around us contains the remains proven by studying their sub-fossil imported Swedish females, in Out of the thousands of bones of together with the success of the genetic and portrays'). Pictures of random fossils 
of dead animals and plants in a sub-fossil remains. Geological and archaeo II . order to preserve his genetic common frog and toad, one pelvic bone of bioacoustic research, we have a watertight occupy one corner to excite curiosity and 
state. These remains are widely used by logical excavations routinely turn up 'f~ lineage, had failed. a pool frog was discovered. Tt came from an case for arguing that pool frogs were here in there is a colour key to rock types and ages. 
palaeoecologists to build pictures of the I a r g e excavation in the Lincolnshire fens at Britain of their own accord. English	 Using this is a challenge, though, because ~~ the key's textured colours are not always recent geological past, particularly Gosberton, part of English Heritage's Nature's decision on whether to recognise ~ A'bO:"~::~ i~'~~::' ~~t ~,o~~:':~: 

readily identifiable on the map. the Pleistocene and Holocene	 ~ Fenland Management Project. The context  and re-introduce Britain's seventh native~~issue of native status, and a In more practical fashion, the map
periods. However, they also have	 , partnership with Anglian a foundation trench for a Saxon house  amphibian will be made this year (2001). pinpoints specific sites of interest with icons 
conservation uses. Where there is ~ Water was set up probably acted as a pitfall trap for the pool and numbers which cross-refer to details of 
doubt over a species' native status, ~ \, to fund research frog and other animals recovered from it. Other species which could site location and key features of interest in 
sub-fossil remains ~ , j V~ along three lines. Bones of frogs and other small vertebrates benefit? the booklet. Places of interest are divided 

~"J ,/	 .from a well are often recovered by sampling the fills of	 into five categories (museums with 
geological displays: fossil areas: famous 

~ ~~' The first 
dated context man-made features such as this. The botanical and zoological archive~ ~.nvestigated inter

.' / rocks and geology: mines. quarries and can prove the Radiocarbon measurements on toad bones from archaeological and geologi,cal sites in 
caves; and rocky motorway cuttings). 

from the same feature at Gosberton suggest Britain is vast. Unfortunately, notlong-standing ,f:L~s,rel'~::~t:~S distanacne~ From the [{jurist's view, the pack is 
presence of a a date between 860 and 1040 AD. everything is published and many repOJ1s potentially a lot of fun and a great source of 
species. _ specimens, 

• 'between Norfolk 
Furthermore, the bones of two other frog containing a wealth of sub-fossil data are learning. It is a clever way of presenting a 

Many animals - Scandinavian and species - never before recorded alive in not easily accessible. However, most lot of information in an easily digestible 
-~ Britain - were identified from the same site. archaeolo~ists are willing to aid ecologists	 format 10 stir wider interest in all things 

geological. 
and plants, or parts	 ~ European 
thereof, can be preserved in a recognisable	 populations. A The moor frog and the agile frog are both and conservationists with specific requests 
state if they are buried quickly in the right bioacoustic study present in neighbouring areas of mainland about species which might benefit from the 
conditions. Vertebrates leave their bones compared Europe, but neither had been suspected as a archaeozoological treatment. 
and teeth; molluscs, ostracods and British post-glacial colonist.	 One species currently underNorfolk pool frog. (Illustration by Sarah Wroot) regional 'accents' in mating calls to 
foramjnifera their calcareous shells; insects determine relationships between Capitalising on the inertia of such a consideration for the archaeozoological 
their chitinous exoskeleton; plants and trees numbers of animal bones. There is also a populations. Thirdly, an archaeozoological fortuitous discovery, the archaeozoological treatment is the dark honey bee Apis 
their wood, stems, leaves, fruits and pollen. long-overdue trend towards routine sieving survey was carried out on frog bones from work was recently extended - and with mellifera. Previously presumed to be a
 

Most species reached Britain as natural of bulk samples for small bones, shells and sites in eastern England. The aim was to
 positive results. A second pool frog bone Medieval domesticated introduction, it is 
colonists some time in the last 10,000 years. other biological remains. As there are find pool frog bones which pre-dated has been identified from a late Saxon ditch not protected under the Wildlife and 

at Ely in Cambridgeshire, excavated by Countryside Act (1981). 

nearly all the species that live in Britain excavations going on in Britain, knowledge evidence would strengthen the case for 

The preceding Ice Age was too cold for always numerous archaeological Victorian introductions. Archaeozoological 
Cambridge Archaeological Unit. So in However, an initial survey of archaeo

today. Any post-glacial colonists that came on this natural archive is always growing. native status. addition to the three historical records of zoologists and their data has turned up a 
by land must have done so by about 7,000 The term archaeozoology describes the use potentially native pool frogs, we now have variety of records from Viking, Roman and 
years ago: after this Britain was severed of archaeological techniques to study Difficult task sub-fossil records from Lincolnshire and Iron Age sites in England, and even one 

from the continent by sea-level rise. Apart zoological remains. Cambridgeshire pre-dating any Victorian from the late Bronze Age (around 3,000 

from flyers, swimmers or floaters, the only In one recent case, archaeozoological Over the last three years, tens of meddling. Both sub-fossil records are more years ago). In fact, it seems that the 

later immigrants were brought by humans. evidence has been put to good conservation thousands of bones, from over 50 archaeo than 1,000 years old, and the temporal introduction of the lost wax technique in 
tlimension they bring to the pool frog story metal casting around that time must have 

anthropogenic introductions (e.g. rabbit), shy but gregarious aquatic frog. It is widely archaeologists have provided bones and 

Some species have well-documented uses. The pool frog - Rana lessonae - is a logical sites, have been studied. Numerous 
provides strong evidence of a natural origin relied on beeswax. 

but most arrived naturally more than 7,000 distributed across middle Europe, south to information. The task has been likened to for this species. There is no evidence that This investigation is at an early stage 
the Romans introduced green frogs: no but A. meWfera may yet become a native years ago (e.g. badger).	 Italy and eastwards into Russia, with the proverbial needle in a haystack - except 
written or pictorial records and no bones species.•Wolf, wild boar and brown bear are all isolated populations in southern that a frog bone is comparable in size to a 
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Fred Clouter. TrJllY Mitchell, David 
Rainer and Martin Rainer. London 
Clay Fossils of the Isle of Sheppey  A 
Collector's Guide to the Fossil Animals 
of the London Clay between Minster 
and mU'den Point, Sheppey. 2000. £15. 
Medway Lapidary and Mineral Society. 
ISBN 0-9538243-0-6 

Benchmark 
or groups 
to aim for 

The rapidly eroded and landslipped 
coast of Sheppey has long been known 
for the di verse floral and faunal 
assemblages from the London Clay 
Formation. Despite this. searching for 

Portreatll Geology Guide 

Illustrated RockTrails 

Robin Bates and Bill 
fI(·olding. Beneath the 
Skin of the Lizard., 
~OOO. £3.75. Cornwall 
County Council. 
ISBN J-898166-09-9 

feast of information 
bout Cornwall 

This is a 36-page A5 
colour booklet on the 
!!eology of the Lizard 
Peninsula, Cornwall. 
following a general 
introduction to the local 
geology, seven coastal 
walks around some of the 
rIlost geologically 

\,i\\O~)'\~J-\ 
~--

(~o.~\\. toeu~Stewart MO(I'nellx. Fossil Focus  Trilobites. 1999. 
£1.95. Earthwise (British Geological Survey), tel: 0115 
936 3241, e-mail sales@bgs.ac.uk). ISBN 0-85272-328-8. 
Mark Woods. Fossil Focus  Bil'alves. As above. but 
ISBN 0-85272-338-5. 

Case for keeping 
it simple 

Two more additions to the growing BGS Fossil Focus 
series. Thesc A3 laminated colour leaflets fold out to reveal the 
world of the trilobite and bivalve. Both are well illustrated with 
coloured diagrams. artists' impressions and photographs of 
specimens. The leaflets explain the morphology of the fossils. their 
ecology and their use to the geologist. as well as some of the 
folklore surrounding them. 

A lot of information has becn packed in. but that seems to have 
opened the door to jargon. Some is explained. but much of it 
makes the text a little heavy going. For example, with the clear 
illustration of trilobite morphology. it seemed unnecessary to 
devote several paragraphs to morphological description. 

This begs the question of who it was targeted at: the specialist 
would be likely to seek information from more detailed tcxts 
whilst the non-specialist may find the level of detail difficult to 
grasp. 

So are these leaflets a useful addition to the 'popular' fossil 
literature~ If you take the time to read them much can be gleaned, 

Spreading the
 
RIGS word
 

The South Yorkshire RIGS Group has
 
been active in publishing a series of colourful
 
leaflets to help spread awareness of their
 
geological treasure trove.
 

RlGS - How sites are chosen ill South
 
Yorkshire describes..,not just how they were
 
selected, but opens out to detail where each
 
RIGS appears in the geological sequence.
 

RIGS - The sites around the South
 
Yorkshire Forest celebrates the fact that
 
identification of all RIGS in that area has been
 
completed. There are 80 of them, and icons
 
denote what qualities the sites hold.
 

Interestingly, only three of the 80 sites are
 
deemed to have good access (potential or
 
existing), so future work for the RIGS Group
 
is obvious. One of the three with good access
 
is Anston Stones Wood, for which the Group
 
has produced an A5 to A3 fold-out leaflet
 
detailing the key sights along a linear
 
geological trail.
 

A glossary of technical terms
 
and a set of fossiJ line
 
drawings to aid identification 
are useful components of the 
new Teme Bank Trail that 
guides allcomers along a 
pleasant ri verside walk that 
reveals the Silurian history of 
LudJow, Shropshire. The free, 
full-colour, fold-out leaflet and 
map, produced by Shropshire 
RIGS Group, was funded by 
English Nature, the RSNC 
Small Grants Fund (see page 
3) and others. Copies from 
Ludlow Museum, tel 01584 
873857. 

and the illustrations will stick in the 
mind, but you need some geological 

knowledge to get the most out of them. The world of 
the sound bite and magazine-style drives me and many others to 
expect accessible facts. Simplification (without loss of integrity) 
would increase the accessibility of future leaflets in this series. 

- .Ionathall Larwood, English Nature 

interesting areas of the 
peninsula are described 
md annotated with maps, photographs and 
Jlagrams. 

The booklet is aimed at the non-geologist, 
\I ith clear, non-technical descriptions of the 
;;t'ology. However, it could just as easily be 
used as a general field guide by a geologist 
unfamiliar with the area, as the locality 
JL';criptions are detailed and accurate and the 
~tandard of photographic reproduction is 
high, making it relatively easy to find the 
features illustrated on site. In addition, there 
are brief sections on botany and local history 
1\ here relevant to geology. 

A minor qualm is the absence of any 
reference to conservation, as most of The 
r izard coastline is designated as a series of 
'iSSI. While most of these sites do not need 
light control on usage or sample collecting, 
the booklet would have provided an excellent 
lehicle for promoting Earth heritage 
l·ol1servation. 

However, it provides a strong 
promotional message for geology in general, 
1\ hich is also an important aspect of Earth 
heritage conservation. Overall, the booklet, 
partly supported by English Nature, is 
excellent and represents very good value. 

- Michael MU/phy
 
English Nature
 

onuments
 
to human
 
toil
 

There is no better monument to 
how humans make use of local geology 
than the dry stone wall. The Dry Stone 
\'valling Association of Great Britain 
llr:lws attention to its speciality with two 
nn frills A5 leaflets. 

Exploring & Recording Local Field 

Ade Marks. Portreath Geology Guide & 
IlLustrated Rock Trails. A Rock and Stroll 
Story! 2000. £2.99. 

The clever sub-title notwithstanding, this 
book does not offer the pacy writing style and 
graphic and photographic excellence of its 
Lizard counterpart. However, the Porlreath 
Geology Guide is a booklet worth having. 

Its 40 pages cover a much smaller area in 
more detaiJ jnd, like the I..,jzard book, 
provides plairt English explanations of the 
local geology that the casual visitor can take 
in, and plentiful detail with accompanying 
colour photographs to act as a field guide for 
a geologist. 

The booklet describes the village and port 
and how geology influenced its de,:,elopment, 
and it also guides the reader on two walks, 
taking in the beach, and the built heritage of 
the village. 

- Seabury Salmon 

Boundaries provides notes to help amateur researchers while Dry Stone Walls and 
IlIIdlife highlights the part that the walls play in sustaining local plants and 
Jnimals. Both leaflets are available from the Association, tel 0121 3780493, 
\\'cb \\ \\ w.ds\,agb.lldircct.cu.u" 

fossils on this coastline can be 
disappointing, as it is often difficult to see 
anything. This manual will help to 
remedy the situation. 

Many of the works on London Clay 
faunas are difficult to obtain - and this 
manual covers many of the commoner 
vertebrates and invertebrates as well as 
rarer ones which may be encountered. 

The main feature of the manual must 
be the high quality of the illustrations. all 
of which, apart from the drawings. have 
been produced digitally. The standard is 
as high as in many academic journals. 
demonstrating that the use of this 
technique should be perfectly viable in 
such journals. 

Before getting onto the fossils 
themselves, the book tackles the history 
of collecting on Sheppey, London Clay 
stratigraphy. eollecting techniques 
(especially useful), preparation and 
preservation of the fossils. curation and 
storage are all brietly addressed as well. 

The co\·erage of some of these 
aspects is fairly basic. and it may have 
been useful ~~, have included some 
references t\' works on preparation and 
curation techniques. However, this is a 
minor gripe. 

Several references to London Clay 
faunas are given, and these would 
certainly provide the basis for further 
individual research. 

My one criticism is that there is no 
conservation message. But, given that this 
coastline is being rapidly eroded. 
collection is probably the 1110st 
appropriate form of conservation. 

Further support is provided through 
the authors' suggestion that rare finds. or 
those that cannot be identified, should be 
handed to a museum geological 
department. This should act as a filter for 
such material. 

This manual is of outstanding value 
and a benchmark of the high standards 
that local geological groups can reach. 

- Dove EvallS, 
Ellglish Nature 
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Earth Heritage magazine i published twice a year fo promote 
intere t in geological and landscape conservation. 

The spectacular 

rocks of the 

RhOSC(!'yn coast. 

Anglesey, are 

described in 

Precambrian Rocks 

of England and 

Wales. the 20th 

volume to be 

pUblished in the 

GCRSeries. 

See pages 8-9_ 

(Photo by 

Stewart CampbeJl) 
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